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ABSTRACT

This paper presents methods for human detection for application in the field of na-
tional security in the context of state border surveillance. Except in the context of state border 
security, the presented methods can be applied to monitor other protected object and infra-
structure such as ports and airports, power plants, water supply systems, oil pipelines, etc. 
Presented methods are based on use of thermal imaging systems for the human detection, 
recognition and identification. In addition to methods for the detection of persons, are pre-
sented and methods for face recognition and identification of the person. The use of such 
systems has special significance in the context of national security in the domain of timely 
detection of illegal crossing of state border or illegal movement near buildings, which are 
of special importance for national security such as traffic infrastructure facilities, power 
plants, military bases, especially in mountain or forests areas. In this context, thermal im-
aging has significant advantages over the optical camera surveillance systems because ther-
mal imaging is robust to weather conditions and due to such an infrared thermal system 
can successfully applied in any weather conditions, or the periods of the day. Featured are 
procedures that has human detection results as well as a brief survey of specific implementa-
tion in terms of the use of infrared thermal imagers mounted on autonomous vehicles (AV) 
and unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV). In addition to the above in this paper are described 
techniques and methods of face detection and human identification based on thermal im-
age (thermogram). 

Keywords:  
national security, negative effects on the national economy, infrared thermal imaging, area 
surveillance and access control, human detection and identification 
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1. INTRODUCTION

safety and security are perhaps the most important issues in the modern world 
in almost every aspect of human work and life, but the most significant is in the area 
of   national security in terms of protection of state border and other objects that rep-
resent a significant national interest. the importance of preserving security in the 
domain of national security, of particular importance in preventing and cutting of 
terrorist activities, as well as other illegal activities such as smuggling of narcotics 
across the border and human trafficking. in this regard, special emphasis is placed 
on the timely detection of the persons who illegally cross the border with the objec-
tive of carry out terrorist attacks or committing other illegal activities as a direct at-
tack on national security, and the freedom and security of citizens and private or state 
property, which in the end has a direct negative impact on the entire economic sys-
tem of each state which may be manifested in the form of a reduced number of tourist 
arrivals, increasing business risk, etc. therefore, the continuously evolving technol-
ogy, techniques and methods for the implementation of security measures especially 
when it comes to the security of the state level, or the level of each economic subject. 
each country seeks the application of different security measures and techniques to 
increase the level of security to all citizens, and limits and protect areas and facili-
ties that are of significant importance for the state and its citizens. in this context, 
developing methods and techniques (and ways of their implementation) that enable 
easy and timely detection of potential threats, especially in context of illegal border 
crossing, as well as access to certain facilities that are of national importance. each 
country, as well as enterprises seek to maintain the cooperation and coordination of 
security policies and practical actions in the fight against the so-called, asymmetric 
security challenges, risks and threats - terrorism, organized crime, illegal migration 
and human trafficking, especially women and children. 

Given the above, this paper presents methods of using thermal imaging sys-
tems, as well as computer vision, in border control, as well as other protected areas. 
the paper is structured so that in second part are described the fundamentals of in-
frared thermal imaging, in third an overview of research in the domain of application 
of thermal imaging in surveillance and human detection, and fourth part describes 
methods of face recognition and identification of persons based on thermogram.

2. FUNDAMENTALS OF INFRARED THERMOGRAPHY

the use of infrared (iR) thermal imaging systems is not new, since the ther-
mal imaging camera is already widely applied in different areas, security and sur-
veillance, medical diagnostics and detection of various anomalies in architecture, 
civil engineering, building construction, mechanical engineering, etc. infrared (iR) 
thermal sensors are special types of sensors designed to detect the infrared radia-
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tion of different wavelengths. iR offers the capability of imaging scenes based upon 
either the iR light reflectance or upon the iR radiation they are emitting. iR radia-
tion is emitted in proportion to heat generated/reflected by an object and, thus, iR 
imaging is commonly referred to as thermal imaging. as iR light is invisible to the 
human eye, iR illumination and imaging systems offer a useful method for covert 
surveillance, as such; iR imaging commonly forms the basis for night-vision systems 
(solomon and Breckon, 2011). the importance of the application of thermal imaging 
systems in border control and the fact that modern thermal imaging cameras have 
extremely high reliability and scope in the context of human and vehicles detection. 
Both individual systems have the ability to detect people at distances up to 20 km, and 
vehicles even through 20 km, regardless of atmospheric conditions. the application 
is particularly suitable for the colder part of the year when the temperature differ-
ence between the environment and the observed object is even more pronounced. 
in connection with that, it should be emphasized that the possibility of detection at 
long distances solely related to the detection of thermal silhouettes of people, while 
the possibility of applying the recognition of faces and possible identification of the 
person is reduced to a distance of several dozen meters (systems, inc. fliR, 2016).

the infrared spectrum (iR) of electromagnetic radiation is not visible to the hu-
man eye as it has a greater wavelength, and therefore a lower frequency. the infrared 
spectrum covers the wavelength range from 0.7 to 300 microns, which corresponds 
to the frequency range from 1 to 430 thz, which is larger than the wavelength of the 
spectrum of visible light, but shorter than the wavelength of terahertz microwaves. 

infrared is primarily divided into three sub-areas: 
• iR-a in the range of 0.7 to 1.4 microns;
• iR-B in the range from 1.4 to 3 microns;
• iR-c in the range from 3 to 1000 m. 

in addition, the spectrum of infrared radiation can be divided according to the 
following scale: 

• near-infrared - niR, ranges from 0.7 to 1 microns (μm );
• short-wave infrared - swiR, ranges from 1 to 3 μm; 
• mid-wave infrared - mwiR, ranges of 3 to 5 μm;
• long-wave infrared - lwiR, ranges from 8 to 14 μm; 
• very long-wave infrared - vlwiR, in a range greater than 14 μm (figure 1). 

in this context, the authors, point out that the nwiR and swiR bands are some-
times referred to as “the reflected infrared radiation” while mwiR and lwiR bands 
called “thermal infrared radiation”, which do not require an additional light source 
and heat, considering that the emitted thermal radiation sensors can detect com-
pletely passive and thus get an image of the environment solely by reading the emis-
sion of thermal energy of the observed object (Bhowmik, m. K., saha K., majumder 
s., et al., 2011).
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Figure 1.: infrared band of the electromagnetic spectrum showing the different iR sub-bands 

Source: Bhowmik, m. K., saha K., majumder, s., et al., 2011

the most commonly used systems are fliR (forward looking infrared) sys-
tems that are using mwiR and lwiR wavelength infrared radiation (figure 2.), show 
the visibility of faces in different band of electromagnetic and iR radiation. it should 
be emphasized that, as a rule, comes to video cameras system for signal processing 
and human detection sent to a continuous video signal which requires extra process-
ing steps of the input signal and in this case it’s called real-time detection, or online 
processing and detection. such results have the highest value since it enables timely 
reaction, especially when it comes to national security in terms of movement detec-
tion in the monitored area. in addition to the online system, there are also offline 
systems, which recordings are saved and after that, starts image processing in order 
to detect people or vehicles. although the results of such systems have less informa-
tion value in border control and monitored regions, its application in the different 
areas where it is not necessarily reporting real-time human detection (Bhowmik, m. 
K., saha K., majumder, s., et al., 2011).

Figure 2.: a face simultaneously imaged in the (a) visible spectrum, 0.4 - 0.7 μm; (b) short-wave 
infrared, 1.0 - 3.0 μm; (c) mid-wave infrared, 3.0 - 5.0 μm; (d) long-wave infrared, 8.0-14.0 μm.

 

 (a)  (b)  (c)  (d)
Source: Bhowmik, m. K., saha K., majumder, s., et al., 2011
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3. HUMAN DETECTION USING INFRARED THERMOGRAPHY

human detection primarily relates to the detection of movement of persons, 
without attempting identification. in the context of state border surveillance and 
access control, motion detection is sufficient for an adequate and timely response, 
especially when it comes to illegal border crossings. figure 3 shows the thermal sil-
houette of a person in motion. the person was recorded at night, normal and harsh 
weather conditions (rain) at a distance of about 50 meters. the objective is to dem-
onstrate the robustness of thermal imaging cameras to weather conditions, which 
highlights the main advantage of this system compared to standard optical cameras 
that do not have the ability to record in these conditions. Recording was conducted 
using thermal camera implemented in smartphone cat s60, and the recording 
resolution is 640x480 pixels, 25 fPs. implementation of thermal cameras in smart-
phones further demonstrates the possibilities of application of infrared thermal 
imaging in the field of control of persons and access control. although in this case 
a relatively short distance, surname of this type of camera allows timely reaction in 
certain segments, such as close supervision of supervised areas, and mobility devices 
is definitely an added advantage since it is extremely mobile and most unobtrusive, 
given that a small sensor that can be hidden in a variety of items that will raise doubts 
in people who are planning to make unauthorized access to a controlled area. a visual 
analysis shows that the thermal silhouette of a person clearly visible, and further re-
search and development of algorithmic support can contribute to the development of 
a fully autonomous system control area. 

Figure 3.: thermal silhouette of a person - rain 

Source: author
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Figure 4.: thermal silhouette of a person normal weather conditions - 

Source: author

in the context of the application of thermal imaging systems in the control of 
the protected areas dulski et al., (dulski, R., Kastek m., trzaskawka, P., et al., 2011), 
describe the use of systems based on a combination of different sensors. specifically, 
these authors present a system that uses a combination of radar system (using radar 
millimeter wavelengths, which is detecting objects at a distance of 780 m), passive 
infrared thermal imaging camera (shooting from a distance of 480 m) and standard 
optical cameras that covers the visual part of the electromagnetic spectrum (recorded 
from a distance of 760 m), as input sensors for image acquisition. the authors point 
out that such systems increase the probability of detection of an intruder in the pro-
tected area, but our focus is on thermal imaging systems.

in the context of thermal imaging cameras, as one of the input sensor, it was 
pointed out that the input image necessarily need preprocessing using standard 
techniques of digital image processing such as detection of objects, edge detec-
tion, detection and recognition of colors, textures, etc. (solomon and Breckon, 
2011; Zhou , h., wu, Y., Zhang, J., 2010). in addition, processing of thermogram 
has some specifics in relation to the processing of standard optical images taken 
in the visible spectrum. dulski, et al., (dulski, R., Kastek m., trzaskawka, P., et al., 
2011), state that the infrared thermal imaging must be binarised, based on detec-
tion thresholds set in advance, so that the application of the mask can define dif-
ferent levels of objects emission of the infrared radiation. masks are defined by the 
level of brightness (or white level) of individual segments of the image that have a 
value above the set threshold, while all other segments are assigned a lower level of 
illumination (to black) and have a value below the set threshold, and are marked as 
background.
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Breckon, et al., (Breckon, t. P., Ji, w. h., Richardson, J., 2012), also describe 
a combined autonomous system for surveillance and human detection, which also 
can be applied for vehicles detection, using optical and thermal images. the authors 
propose a two-stage approach to automatically detect people and vehicles with a time 
filtering. this approach primarily to detect the initial segments within the scene that 
might contain object, followed by feature extraction of isolated segments based on 
which carried out a secondary classification of persons/vehicle. in order to achieve 
effective detection of real-time segments within the initial scene, the isolated sub-
regions which can contain objects, and then through the extraction of features and 
classification of selected sub-regions it is possible to achieve real-time processing. 
further improvements can be achieved using adaptive background model based on 
the mixture of Gaussian (moG). this approach allows each pixel to be processed as 
a set of Gaussian distribution, and enables the simultaneous operation of changes 
in movement or the noise of each pixel of each image affected by a certain period 
of time. ultimately, this model makes it possible to capture a new image every time 
situation is changed in a way that evaluates each pixel in order to evaluate whether it is 
a front (object pixels) or background pixels that are discarded. the whole process of 
modeling is taking place “in the background system” which enables automatic iden-
tification of the foreground (object) segments each image that comes from the input 
video signal making it possible to conduct effective extraction of features and clas-
sification of each new object that appears on the scene, but also objects appear on the 
scene and remain motionless after appearing (e.g. a hiding person). furthermore, 
the authors state that the use of this model and applying the selected classifier, such 
as svm, Bayes classifiers, artificial neural network, Knn (witten, i. h., eibe, f., 
hall, m., a., 2011; harrington, P., 2012), can classify objects based on offline classifi-
ers training and direct online application to input images. Breckon, et al., (Breckon, 
t., P., Ji, w. h., Richardson, J., 2012), as a classifier in the last phase of identification, 
describe the use of support vector machine - svm (Burges, christopher J.c., 1998), 
and decision forest - df, (Breiman, l., 2001), algorithms. 

Breckon, et al., (Breckon, t., P., Ji, w. h., Richardson, J., 2012), conducted an 
independent learning system for examples of identification of cars and people, as 
well as for each type of image (optical and thermal), with the application of addi-
tional classifiers for the classification of sub-categories (civilian/soldier). further-
more, authors put a significant emphasis on the temporal filtering in terms of high 
frequency input images into the system in relation to the possible occurrence of a 
person on the recordings. the experiment used a camera that captures 25 frames per 
second (fPs), and therefore it is clear that a certain number of the images do not 
contain the object and should be rejected. By rejection of background pixels, the pro-
cessing system retains only images where objects are detected based on pixels with 
high intensity lighting, or only images containing a person and which are suitable 
for further processing and classification. extracted images, which contain an object, 
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during processing, are grouped into time groups that actually makes only a small part 
of the total recordings and a smaller part of the time slot in relation to the entire peri-
od of training supervision (recording). in this sense, for moving objects (the same is 
for static objects) changes the scale, perspective in observing the object as well as the 
level of the presence of noise, can significantly affect the distribution of the extracted 
features of any segment of the image that can contain the object. these variations can 
largely be systemic, in terms of changes with respect to the scale and perspective of 
observation, or may be random with respect to the level of noise present, and thus 
may have a certain impact on the detection and identification of the selected object 
images. in conclusion, this paper pointed out that the simple time filtering effect for 
reporting the detection of the object, with respect to the sensors used, is very im-
portant. namely, it is emphasized that in this way reduces the number of duplicate 
reports detection of objects, this approach ultimately leads and to reduce the number 
of false positive detection. it was also noted that this approach largely sets the frame-
work for further research and integration of multi-modal system for object detection 
and reporting of users in the post-classification stage. further development oppor-
tunities are open especially in the context of the robustness of the sensors as well as 
in the field of combining different types of sensors to the smooth and continuous 
operation of the system to be functional even in the event that one of the sensors fails.

in the context of monitoring the open areas with the goal of detecting people 
and vehicles, Breckon, et al., (Breckon, t., P., Gaszczak, a., han J., et al., 2013), also 
described a combined monitoring system based on optical and thermal images, and 
further combined with the radar signal. in the mentioned paper is described the use 
of combined systems installed on unmanned ground vehicle (uGv), and unmanned 
aerial vehicle (uav). the emphasis of the paper is on automatic processing, fusion of 
input signals, and reporting the results of the surveillance in the classes of persons/
vehicle. the authors describe in detail used platforms (uGv and uav) with descrip-
tions of the technological capabilities of vehicles and equipment installed on these 
platforms. the focus was put on automatic processing, detection and interpretation 
of recordings. Regarding the use of uGv, the authors state that the automated detec-
tion based on a two-phase system which is the first stage relies on the rapid localiza-
tion of regions that may contain object using haar cascade classifier (viola, P., and 
Jones m., 2001), while the second stage is to confirm the presence of the object by us-
ing svm (Burges, christopher J.c., 1998). Presented system, during the first phase, 
using haar cascade classifier for identifying objects in certain segments of the input 
image. the concept is designed in a way that combine more related weak classifiers 
to create a strong classifier, and the authors cite the example of the use of boosted 
classifiers using haar features (viola, P., and Jones m., 2001). haar features are 
obtained from the spatial response of haar basic function and its derivation, but in 
practice is calculated as the sum of the difference between varying rectangular local-
ized sub-regions, which, although limited to the individual features, can very effec-
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tively calculate (relying only on integer math). individually, these features are weak 
discriminative classifiers, however, when connected in cascade yields a strong dis-
criminative classifier based on a calculation of the difference in brightness and color. 
Breckon, et al., further point out that the resulting classifier is trained using the ada-
Boost algorithm (dollár, P., tu, Z., tao h., Belongie, s., 2007), in order to choose the 
maximum discriminant subset of haar features from around the extensive feature 
set. final haar classifier cascade consists of a series of key weak classifiers. men-
tion simple classifiers actually represent degenerative decision tree that haar fea-
tures taken as input for the weak classifiers and returns a response aisle/rejection. 
selected segment images must give a positive answer to all classifiers in cascade in 
order to be classified as an instance of an object on which to learn a strong classifier. 
the classifier can be tested in the input image based on a number of levels and the 
location of use of a sliding window of credit. nature cascades, arranged according 
to the most discriminative features, provides early rejection of most of the window 
based on the results in searching the minimum features subset to be used for evalua-
tion of the cascade. haar cascade classifier successfully combine multiple classifiers 
and initially reject the negative image regions and focuses on segments that have the 
potential, which certainly saves resources and time (Breckon, t., P., Gaszczak, a., 
han J., et al., 2013). the same authors state that the system in the second phase re-
quires the confirmation of the object, which is based on the use of svm classifiers. 
classifier generation is performed, following the aforementioned methodology, for 
both people and vehicle by performing training over a set of manually labeled posi-
tive and negative examples. for people detection, they use a data set of approximately 
2000 positive examples (people) and approximately 11,000 negative (non-people) 
examples randomly selected from the same source imagery. the negative set is again 
randomly sub-sampled to generate 2000 negative (non-people) examples for each 
stage of the cascaded haar classifier training whilst it is used in full for training the 
secondary svm classifier with the addition of another 2400 negative examples. this 
training procedure is performed for both visible-band and thermal-band imagery to 
generate a trained classifier for detection that operates independently in each mo-
dality. for thermal imagery, an additional two-stage classifier pair is generated using 
only the upper-torso of the human body to train detection in some partial occlusion 
cases. the tests were conducted in the optical and thermal band of the spectrum, but 
in this paper, focus is only on the results of testing the thermal spectrum. the au-
thors created additional pair of two-stage classifiers only for the person upper torso 
in order to train detection in cases where the body is partially hidden. on thermal 
images, people have shown in various environmental and weather conditions as well 
as in different positions of the body. human detection is carried out in relation to 
the buildings and openings (windows, doors) on the building. Before the process of 
detection of persons, is performed detection of openings on the building using de-
tection of edges, and then the straight lines extracted by using Pca method. detec-
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tion of human thermal traces on windows or doors of the building are obtained using 
the average pixel value that is set as the threshold, with a predetermined sub-region 
of the thermal image, which corresponds to the dimensions of the any openings in a 
building and scaled to the dimensions of 50 x 50 pixels. from this, the rated areas ex-
tracted eigenvector that covers the form of distribution of thermal trace of the open-
ing of the building and the ratio of openings before scaling. eigenvector is designed 
chaining vertical and horizontal histograms projection scaled images with the set 
threshold and ratio for each opening. the resulting eigenvector generates input set 
for four class neural network (full body, half body, empty hole, non-person) and car-
ried out the detection of whether the visible whole person, half the person and ignore 
the holes in which no person or non-person. in the context of detection of persons 
using thermal imaging cameras mounted on unmanned aircraft (uav), authors also 
used the procedure described above, but they in the second phase used multivari-
ate Gaussian detector forms to confirm the detection of human thermal silhouette. 
the authors also described the process of determining the location and measured the 
distance from the sensors. Results showed that the presented system, and proposed 
techniques for the construction of an autonomous system for human detection give 
good and reliable results ranging from 90 to 100% with error in estimating the dis-
tance of ± 5 m. although the present system gives a good result, in some situations 
it is less than 100%, which is not enough for absolute reliability for application in 
the field of national security. for absolute reliability and use in national security, the 
result always must be 100%; due to a slight deviation can lead to misinterpretation 
and wrong decision. wrong measuring distance can also lead to making the wrong 
assessment, given that the deviation of 5 m, may mean that the person is not detected 
crossed the state border and did not enter the monitored and protected area, and 
to conduct the police to such a person, if it comes to the state border, could lead to 
violations of the border areas, and even an international incident, especially when it 
comes to crisis areas between the countries. in addition, a negative effect may arise 
in the case of using such a system on the uav for offensive action, when a deviation 
of 5 m can result in unintended victims, or to miss targets.

Gilmore, et al., (Gilmore, e., t., ugbome, c., Kim c., 2011), described the ther-
mal imaging human detection system in urban environments implemented with a 
matlab on a laptop platform interfaced with a low-end microcontroller. this system 
primarily focuses on digital, infrared thermal imagery and pedestrian candidate se-
lection and detection using available detection algorithms, and on simple, economi-
cal implementation, which is possible through the direct interfacing between the 
algorithm in matlab and low-end external hardware for indication of the detection 
result. the objective was to achieve the human detection almost in real time. the au-
thors described a system that is based on a three steps. the first step, preprocessing 
is done to obtain hotspots from the image using the methods of histogram equaliza-
tion and segmentation by a threshold approach. a threshold approach is a technique 
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often used to separate foreground objects from background environment based on 
their differences in image intensity. in a simple threshold approach, a single inten-
sity threshold is used to generate a binary image from the original image. a simpler 
approach is based on determining a single binary threshold intensity of the original 
image. the second step involves the implementation of morphological operations 
to remove background noise from the image, in this case, techniques of erosion and 
dilation are successfully removed most of the noise from the image, and the applica-
tion of these techniques have been successfully detected regions of interest (Roi) 
in the images. the third stage is the selection of the appropriate characteristics of 
the human body using different metric measures such as the ratio restrictions, local 
histogram filters and/or matching morphological human model. Gilmmore et al., for 
human detection used height and width and are thus automatically remove all non-
human objects in the image. the results of the tests given by the accuracy of detection 
of 90% with 10% false positives, which the authors characterize as a good result giv-
en the equipment used in the testing and algorithmic support. as main advantages, 
the authors pointed out the possibility of application platforms developed in matlab 
and use simple microcontroller, which enables the successful implementation of 
all steps in terms of online, and offline data processing, formatting, image detec-
tion and calculates the difference and simplicity in use, flexibility and efficiency. as 
the shortcomings pointed out the weakness of their algorithm to perform analysis of 
complex image and the inability to simultaneously, detect more people with regard to 
the threshold set by only one person. a major drawback of the system is the inability 
to detect people in different positions (lying, stoop, squat, etc.). 

despite some disadvantages presented system is a good indication that it is pos-
sible to develop a cost-effective and efficient system for human detection and there-
fore economic viability given that shows how thermal imaging system for detecting 
people as possible built using very simple techniques and inexpensive components. 
it is also extremely important that the system despite its simplicity has a high de-
tection rate. the disadvantage is, as the authors themselves noted, the inability to 
simultaneously detect more than one person, what can be achieved by applying 
more advanced classification algorithms, and the question remains how the system 
is based on components of this type can be a reliable long-term, due to the control 
of the state border and other protected area requires high reliability for continuous 
(24/7) long-term use.

miezianko and Pokrajac (miezianko, R., and Pokrajac d., 2008), presented a 
method for detecting people in low-resolution infrared videos. Presented system 
use feature set based on a recursive model patches. feature extraction based on the 
histogram edges orientation without creating a dense grid. the basic premise of the 
feature set is to extract information on the gradient and display them as an integral 
image to quickly compute the difference between a “patches”. one set of “patches” is 
defined as the relative position in the search window, while the other set of “patches” 
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is used to yield more local descriptors. details of the detection and the human pres-
ence are obtained by calculating the histogram ratio between different “patches”, 
followed by a linear svm trained on the individual thermograms. in the first stage, 
the image is converted to grey scale image (if the input image is not black and white), 
followed by computing the edge gradient of every pixel that is composed of the gradi-
ent scale and orientation. followed by construction of 3d images in a way that every 
part of the 3d image is one orientation bin highlighted as an integral image, and the 
sum of the pixels. this representation allows rapid extraction of features histogram’s 
gradient of the sub region of the input image of any size using permanent access to 
the integral image. for each search window, is calculated expensive models location 
“patch”, a corresponding histogram vector is calculated from the resulting 3d image. 
the ratio between the histogram of each set of patch models becomes an eigenvector. 
linked eigenvectors all sets of patch model in the search window, linear svm classi-
fied it as a human/non-human. in the same paper, the authors pointed out that the 
calculation of the eigenvectors must take several steps. initially, the edge detection is 
performed by convolving vertical and horizontal sobel masks used in object detec-
tion (levi, K. and weiss, Y., 2004). except of sobel masks, proposed by the authors, 
other methods for edge detection probably can achieve equally good results, such as 
canny edge detector (nadernejad, e., sharifzadeh, s., hassanpour, h., 2008), which 
is one of the most commonly used edge detectors of which should implement ap-
propriate tests and comparisons with the proposed sobel masks. in conclusion, the 
authors (miezianko, R., and Pokrajac d., 2008), pointed out that the application of 
the described model - using histogram gradient for the construction of 3d images 
and models histogram ratios, recursive model for the calculation of eigenvectors and 
use linear svm classifier gives as good results in the human detection in infrared 
thermal imaging video of low resolution. 

4. FACE DETECTION AND IDENTIFICATION

in addition to the previously described human detection methods, another 
promising area of application of infrared thermal imaging in the field of national se-
curity, and surveillance of protected buildings is face recognition on thermal imag-
ing footage and possible identification of a person based on face thermograms.

with regard to detection and face recognition to thermal imaging, footage re-
veals a certain advantage over standard optical image. thermal imaging is insensitive 
to the level of the lighting conditions. the standard photo and video sensors record 
image based on the reflection of the visible part of the spectrum of the subject. on the 
other hand, infrared thermography uses infrared band of the spectrum, and depend-
ing on the amount of radiation of the detected objects, in this case the human body or 
face. in this regard, it should be noted that the infrared thermal imaging sensors have 
the ability to record the structure of veins structure and tissue on the face, which can 
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be further utilized in the field of face detection and identification of a person (Jafri, 
R., arabnia h., R., 2009).

cutler (cutler, 1996), noted that the structure of veins and facial tissue is 
unique for each person, such as a fingerprint or papillary lines. Based on that, he 
spent experiment using eigenfaces and infrared images to do automated face rec-
ognition. 24 subjects were used in a database of 288 images. a recognition accu-
racy of 96% was achieved for frontal views, 96% for 45° views, and 100% for pro-
file views. this compares favorably with visible light techniques. however, to the 
structure of blood, vessels and tissue were visible on the thermogram; the images 
must be high resolution. cutler experiment used an image resolution of 160 x 120 
pixels on which the structure was only moderately visible. Jafri and arabnia (Jafri, 
R., arabnia h., R., 2009), pointed out the disadvantages in the use of thermograms 
for face recognition. although the infrared thermal imaging system is robust to a 
wide range of impacts on the record because the focus is on capturing thermal ra-
diation of the observed person, significant gaps lie in the economic viability due to 
the usually high cost of thermal imaging systems, then as other types of problems. 
Jafri and arabnia (Jafri, R., arabnia h., R., 2009), as one of disadvantages, also 
mentioned low resolution of thermal sensors and high noise in the captured imag-
es (although the previously described specific techniques that successfully solved 
the problem of noise), and an additional problem is the high sensitivity thermal 
imaging camera on the glass (or glasses) as the glass is an obstacle to recording 
thermograms high resolution, or any other resolution because thermal radiation 
can’t penetrate through glass. 

Bebis, et al., (Bebis, G., Gyaourova, a., singh, s., Pavlidis, i., 2006), emphasized 
one of the major problems in face detection and possible identification of person, the 
high impact of emotional and health status of people on results. in fact, this is perhaps 
one of the most significant problems of thermal imaging to identify a person on the 
basis of the thermogram as the different emotional and medical conditions greatly 
affect the body temperature which is why solving these problems are very difficult 
and demanding. solutions of the mentioned disadvantages can be found in combin-
ing techniques of infrared thermal imaging with optical recording of persons with 
regard to the techniques recorded completely different facial characteristics. Bebis 
et al., have proposed an approach that is based on the simultaneous recording of op-
tical and thermal imagery and their subsequent merger in order to obtain maximum 
characteristics with both images. the authors describe two approaches, one based on 
analyzing pixels (pixel-based) and the second to feature extraction (feature-based). 
to calculate the optimal border mergers obtained recordings authors have proposed 
the use of genetic algorithms (Ga). the authors also conducted extensive research 
on the available data, and the results showed that the approach based on analyzing 
pixels gave better results than an approach based on the calculation of the intrinsic 
characteristics, although this approach is more computer demanding. 
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socolinsky et al., (socolinsky, d., a.,. wolff, l., B., neuheisel, J., d., eveland, 
c., K., 2001), described face recognition and identification using thermograms and 
they conducted parallel analysis of the thermal and optical images with a singularity. 
the authors, for the purposes of the study, developed a special sensor capable of si-
multaneous recording of optical and thermal images (ccd and lwiR micro bolom-
eter). the resulting recordings have special significance since it shows an identical 
recording in two different areas of the spectrum, which is not the case with the pre-
viously described techniques, which are normally used footage captured separately. 
face detection on the obtained images were tested using two algorithms - eigenfaces 
and aRena algorithm that is somewhat simpler and describe it as an algorithm with 
a nearest neighbor (1-nn). aRena algorithm first reduces the dimensionality of the 
image pixel at a very coarse resolution by replacing each pixel corresponding mean 
values  of gray values on the square adjacent pixels. the test images were taken un-
der different lighting conditions except that the brightness setting for each person 
changed several facial expressions. the results show that both the tested algorithm 
provides differently on optical images when changing the brightness (illumination 
while the thermogram had no impact), however the thermograms were encoun-
tered problems when a person is wearing glasses, although this problem successfully 
solved using the eigenfaces with respect to the reduced impact of eye region on the 
overall score. ultimately, better results are achieved by using thermograms than op-
tical images and the use of eigenfaces methods than the aRena algorithm.

seal et al., (seal, a., Ganguly, s., Bhattacharjee, d., nasipuri, m., and., Basu d., 
K., 2013), described a method for automated person identification based on face 
thermograms respectively using image of facial veins structure. the authors present 
a new approach to the identification of a person based on the structure of facial veins 
structure based on the assumption that this structure is unique for each person. the 
application of the three methods for obtaining the image of the facial veins face ther-
mograms. the first is bit-plane slicing, and transformation around the medial axis, 
the second is morphological erosion gray values with a transformation around the 
medial axis and the third is the application of the sobel operators for the extraction 
of data on the blood flow. method of bit-plane slicing is a method wherein each pixel 
is displayed in black and white in 8 bits, which means that the image is made up of 
eight one-bit planes (bit-1) starting from the 0-plane bit, which is the least signifi-
cant (lsB plane) to the bit-plane 7, which is the most important plane (msB plane). 
the advantage of this method is that the yield relative importance of each bit in the 
pixel. the unique aspect only four bit-planes of higher order (4 to 7) contain most 
of the visually significant information, while the bit-plane of the lower visual order 
contain fewer important information as they are obtained from a lower contrast. this 
is the method used for extraction of thermal physiological features of the face of grey 
scale images and create folders contour areas with constant temperature. the trans-
formation of the medial axis is used for the extraction of lines connecting all points of 
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equal temperature in order to obtain the image structure of the blood vessels (similar 
to the application of isothermal lines connecting areas of equal temperature on maps 
weather forecasts). another commonly used method is the morphological erosion of 
grey values, and is also used in order to extract the thermal physiological features of 
the face and create a region of constant and equal temperature, after which, as with 
previous methods used by the transformation of the medial axis in order to obtain im-
ages of structure blood vessels of the face. the third proposed method is the applica-
tion of sobel operators to obtain images of facial veins structures, and is based on the 
detection of discontinuities in the image. in this case, as the dashed changes in pixel 
intensity, and the operator is composed of a pair of 3 x 3 mask. the masks are designed 
to correspond to the maximum discontinuities in intensity values, and move vertically 
and horizontally with respect to the grid of pixels provided that is used by one mask for 
each direction (one vertical, one horizontal movement). masks are combined in order 
to find the maximum gradient magnitude at each orientation point gradient. after ap-
plying some of the methods presented extracted detailed (key) points or minutiae that 
are commonly used in identifying person’s fingerprint and that is the main similarity 
identification of people using the structure of the blood vessels of the face. the facial 
veins structures structure arranges similar to the fingerprint ridges (with fingerprint 
analysis of the structure of the ridge on the print) on the basis of which it receives a 
single thermal face print. additional processing and extraction of eigenvectors of the 
structure of minutiae that connect areas of equal temperature of the resulting vec-
tors will have different lengths for each person and for the classification of eigenvec-
tors they proposed multilayer perceptron which has achieved recognition accuracy 
of 95.24%. Regarding the above, it should be noted that the person is recorded with 
thermal imaging camera at close range (from a distance of about 60 cm) in order to 
obtain maximum distinguishable facial thermogram. as the main advantage of this 
approach the authors pointed out the ease of implementation provided that it is not 
necessary knowledge of geometry or the specific features of the face, but the disad-
vantage is the necessity of recording the face at close range, the applicability of the 
system to a single face with a constant background, considering that with the changing 
background can get bad results. although this system, because of its limitations, is not 
applicable for the identification of people with longer distances, according to the au-
thors, is likely to be successfully implemented in the context of authentication access 
protected buildings and other areas of national security.

Bourlai and Čukić (Bourlai, t., and Čukić, B., 2012) presented the results of re-
search regarding the problems related to the intra-spectral and inter-spectral face 
recognition in different conditions and with different recording distance. the au-
thors examine the advantages and disadvantages of face recognition in images taken 
in different band of the infrared spectrum compared to images taken in visible light 
in controlled and uncontrolled conditions. infrared images are captured outdoors 
at night from a distance of 30 to 120 m. it is also performed to test the recognition 
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between different distances from which the recording picture, as well as relations 
between the images taken in different spectra and different distances. comparison 
of the performance of facial recognition are performed between the images record-
ed in the shortwave infrared (swiR) in relation to the images from the visible part 
of the spectrum, and from images taken in medium infrared spectrum (mwiR vs. 
mwiR), as well as between the images taken in the visible spectrum and mwiR band 
of the spectrum in a controlled environment, and between the images captured in the 
spectrum near infrared region (niR) as well as between the niR images and images 
from the visible part of the spectrum with the change of the shooting distance. test 
results showed that the inter-spectral face recognition level of 100% between im-
ages from the visible part of the spectrum and swiR image when all the images from 
the database recorded in controlled conditions from a distance of 30 m. in the case 
of half-controlled conditions and shooting distance of 50 m, the recognition rate is 
reduced to 90%, and when the distance is further increased (to 106 m), the recog-
nition rate is reduced to 80%. in the most demanding scenario, or in a completely 
uncontrolled, the results were unsatisfactory at the border, and mainly because they 
were non-cooperative target person and are recorded under different conditions. 
decreased percentages of recognizing the different scenarios have been shown in 
testing mwiR of the infrared spectrum compared to other parts of the spectrum. 
however, promising results are obtained when it comes to comparison between 
mwiR images at reasonable terms when they are comparable with the results of the 
comparison images from the visible part of the spectrum, and the added benefit is 
that these images can capture in complete darkness. testing conducted in the niR 
part of the infrared spectrum, which was conducted at different distances from 30 
to 120 m, as authors expected, showed worse results, especially when the recording 
distance is increased to more than 90 m when the facial features significantly less 
prominent due to weather conditions. the same trend was also evident when testing 
between different parts of the spectrum and between different shooting distances 
when comparing them with images from the niR spectrum recorded with a 30 m. 
nevertheless, when compared to images from the visible part of the spectrum and 
niR regions that were taken from a distance of 120 m, using Bayes ml algorithm, the 
recognition accuracy is achieved of 92%. the described experiment is just one in a 
series of experiments and research that can be carried out regardless of facial recog-
nition in demanding circumstances and recording conditions.

5. DISCUSSION

the use of thermal imaging cameras in the area of national security shows 
promising results. however, there are rare cases in which achieved 100% accuracy, 
which in some segments of national security is not sufficiently reliable. one area of 
the state border surveillance and protected facilities, where necessary absolute re-
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liability of the control system in the context of detection and control of movement 
of persons in controlled areas. on the other hand, thermal imaging systems show 
absolute reliability when it comes to just about detecting movement, which in some 
cases may be good enough. such examples are the use of infrared thermal imaging in 
the semi-autonomous systems where large investors human operator who makes the 
final decision whether a person or an animal, and the system performs the localiza-
tion of regions of interest in the video to the human crew could quickly has made a 
decision on further action. 

6. FUTURE WORK

for future research opens up a completely new field for improving the efficiency 
and reliability of thermal imaging systems. in the context of identifying persons to 
thermal silhouette of the whole body, opens the possibility of developing the system 
for identification by way of walk, considering that human gait unique to each person 
and people can identify known people by gait at greater distances. in this context, 
possible research in terms of identifying a person and distinguishing authorized/
unauthorized person so that the autonomic system can detect unauthorized persons 
and to activate the alarm. 

the study of the thermal imaging system, except in the area of   national security, 
it is possible in other areas such as the expertise of traffic accidents in the context 
of detecting invisible traces of braking due to thermal footprint remains on the tar-
mac for some time after leaving the car, however, remains to investigate how long the 
thermal footprint remains and what is the reliability of such a sign for calculation of 
braking distance and vehicle speed. further research in this direction could be the 
creation of a database of thermal traces of well-known manufacturers of tires and 
rubber based on the mark to determine the type of vehicle.

7. CONCLUSION

Based on the review of methods described above, it is clear that the application 
of infrared thermal imaging in the context of detection of people in open areas gives 
good results, both in urban areas and in areas outside of urban areas. in this regard 
it should be noted that in the context of the control of open areas of the application 
of reduced solely to the detection of persons without any possibility of identification 
with respect to thermal imaging cameras when shooting from long distances have 
the option of recording only the thermal silhouette of a person. on the other hand, 
to infrared thermal imaging system successfully applied to identify people based on 
facial thermogram recording faces must be carried out at close range and only one 
face, because only in this way can get a picture of the entire structure of the blood 
vessels of the face.
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the described fields of application certainly open wide spectrum regarding fu-
ture research in this area, especially in the context of identifying people based on fa-
cial thermograms. furthermore, in the context of state border described techniques 
and methods it is possible, with some adjustment used at border crossings to de-
tect hidden objects, or when you view the baggage or cargo space. in this context, it 
should be noted that thermal imaging has certain advantages over other methods that 
are currently being applied. it is certainly the most important application in order 
to detect hidden persons (illegal immigrants) within the cargo, which is a common 
method of attempting to illegally cross the state border.

the above models and ways to detect people in the infrared thermal imaging 
recordings are not the only, or in certain segments closest to the ideas related to the 
development of future dissertation. the dissertation topic will be primarily focused 
on the description of automatic unattended system detection of persons using infra-
red thermal imaging camera. furthermore, the idea is also to be part of such research 
conduct analysis of images obtained on the basis of which it will be possible to calcu-
late the eigenvalues   of the whole person and the most common postures when illegal 
attempts to cross the border or unauthorized access to the protected areas (upright, 
hunched, crawling, etc.). it will also further attention be focused on the detection of 
persons on the basis of partial visibility, or will seek to define the characteristic vec-
tors by which it will be possible to establish unequivocally that it is a person. 
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